AROUND TOWN

HIDDEN HISTORIES
How The
Richmond Hill Visitors Bureau
Sheds Light On Our Past
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Opposite page clockwise: Ford’s Commissary, Bakery, Post Office and ice house. Replica sink made with period feel. Christy Sherman opening the front
door to the new Visitor’s Center. Original Ford Commissary, circa 1940s.
Above clockwise: Original mixer Ford donated in the 1940s. Ira Womble Sr. and Jr. at the Georgia Fruitcake Company using the table formerly used at the
Richmond Hill Bakery. Ira Womble Sr. at the Richmond Hill Bakery. Original bakery table returned to Richmond Hill and restored.

IF YOU’RE FAMILIAR WITH OUR LINEAGE, you’ll know we
weren’t always Richmond Hill. Until May of 1941, we were Ways
Station, named after William J. Way, the town’s first station master. And while “Ways Station” gave way to Henry Ford’s Richmond
Hill, this pretty little stretch of Coastal Georgia will always be
a waystation—a stopping place on one’s journey.
Our town stopped Ford in his journey to Cuba and, despite the unrelenting hold of
economic upheaval, it looked a lot like home. He would eventually own upwards of 85,000
acres and, with his newfound residency, restored Ways Station. Now, more than eight decades
later, Richmond Hill is paying back the favor by restoring a piece of Ford’s history critical to
our namesake.
On April 6th, the old Ford bakery began serving its new purpose as Richmond Hill’s vis-
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Above clockwise: Canvas image of seven-mile bend on
the Ogeechee River. Rebecca Fenwick holding a recovered
transom window from the bakery. Aerial view of Ford Avenue,
circa 1940.Original windows that caused leaks and rot over
the years.
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were critical in confirming that the changes
being made were the right ones.

Above clockwise: Children ordering from the original 1941 bakery. Jerry Lominack LKSA
Architects, Ellie Isaacs LKSA Historic Preservation Specialist and Designer, Greg Jacobs
Historic Preservationist, Landmark Preservation, and Rebecca Fenwick LKSA Historic
Preservation Specialist in front of the new Visitor’s Center. Old nails recovered at the
start of renovation. Christy Sherman with CVB Directors.
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